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K E Y P O I N TS
• Services trade liberalisation commitments in the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) and
existing Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) do not go very far, because governments prefer to retain their
‘policy space’, which provides flexibility for changing regulations anytime they want.
• Services trade negotiations are different from goods trade negotiations because services trade barriers
are all about regulations, and these are much more complex than tariffs to negotiate.
• While FTAs can narrow the ‘policy space’ between the GATS commitments and actual applied policy, they
very rarely eliminate it.
• FTAs in services can provide a greater level of legal certainty to business activities than the GATS can
provide. But even achieving this will be a challenge for the UK because it will have such limited bargaining
power in any future FTA negotiations. The UK will be an unattractive partner for non-EU countries seeking
an FTA because: it cannot offer tariff concessions on goods as it needs to align tariffs with EU levels in
order to avoid border controls; it cannot offer much service liberalisation because its market is already
de facto pretty open; and UK service providers are mostly highly competitive and thus a threat to local
providers.
• It is unrealistic for the UK to expect to get better deals than the EU from those countries with which the
EU has or will have previously concluded an FTA. This is because Most Favoured Nation clauses in many
of the EU’s bilateral FTAs require that any concession offered to the UK will have to be automatically
extended to the EU, an economy six times larger than the UK.
• While future FTA services agreements with non-EU countries would be able to assist business activities
by ensuring legal certainty (relative having no FTA), there is no way that they will recoup the trade losses
which the UK will incur by leaving the EU Single Market for services.

I N T RO D U C T I O N
Britain relies hugely on the services sector,
accounting for 80 percent of the economy. In terms
of trade, 45 percent of its exports are cross-border
services. Despite the fact that more than one third of
its services exports go to the EU, the UK government
has decided to leave the EU single market for
services. The UK government has high expectations
of future services trade deals with non-EU countries,

but seems to have a very rose-tinted view of what
FTAs can really offer.1

1, In WTO terminology a trade agreement in services is referred to
as an Economic Integration Agreement (EIA), but we adopt the more
popular usage in which the term FTA covers either or both of goods
and services.
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This Briefing Paper considers the UK’s future services
trade deals with non-EU countries. We explain what
Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) can really offer and why
actual liberalisation is so difficult to achieve in FTA
services negotiations. We then examine the factors
that would specifically affect the UK’s future FTA
services negotiations and thus develop a realistic
view of how much the UK can expect from services
trade deals with non-EU countries. We conclude
that they offer no chance of recouping the losses of
services trade resulting from leaving the services
components of the EU Single Market.

UN D E RS TA N D IN G WH AT SERVICE S
T R A D E L I B E RAL ISATIO N UN D ER F TA S
CAN OFFER
Unlike goods trade negotiations - which conventionally
focus on tariff eliminations/reductions - services
trade negotiations are all about regulations. The
Uruguay Round (1986-1994) incorporated services
into trade liberalisation. The General Agreement of
Trade in Services (GATS) helped to give greater clarity
to businesses by providing obligations and disciplines
on services trade and codifying WTO Members’
liberalisation commitments in terms of market access
and national treatment.2
However, in the main, services trade agreements do
not lead to actual trade liberalisation, which requires
changes to existing services trade regimes. Figure 1
conceptualises two layers of ‘policy space’ in terms
of market access and national treatment for services
trade: one is between commitments in the GATS and
applied services trade policy and the other between
commitments in FTAs and applied services trade
policy. In reality, commitments in neither the GATS nor
FTAs are as liberal as applied trade policies in terms
of market access and national treatment. In other
words, countries have legally committed only a limited
part of their actual services trade liberalisation. This
is because governments prefer to retain the flexibility
to change policies by maintaining ‘policy space’
between international trade agreements (i.e. the GATS
and FTAs) and their applied policies. For example,
a country may allow a 100% foreign equity share in
2, Countries legally bind liberalisation commitments in terms
of Market Access and National Treatment within the context of
Article XVI (Market Access) and Article XVII (National Treatment).
Therefore, restrictiveness in the GATS covers measures within the
context of Market Access and National Treatment. Limitations
on MA include: the number of services suppliers; the total value
of services transactions or assets; the total number of service
operations or the total quantity of service output; the total
number of natural persons who may be employed in a particular
service sector; the types of legal entity or joint venture through
which a service may be supplied; and the participation of foreign
capital. National Treatment applies to the sectors inscribed
in a schedule of commitments and to any conditions and
qualifications set out therein.
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its applied policy in broadcasting while providing no
commitments in the GATS and guaranteeing only a
50% share in an FTA. This enables it to introduce any
type of foreign equity restriction with partners trading
under the GATS and to restrict FTA partners’ shares to
levels between 50% and 100%.

a. The policy space between the WTO commitments
and applied services trade policy
A study conducted by the OECD provides the
numerical evidence that countries’ bound level of
restrictiveness in the GATS is far above the level
of restrictiveness of applied services trade policy.3
Figure 2 shows the average ‘water’ (policy space)
between the GATS commitments and applied services
trade policy for 40 countries by sector.4, 5 Water
coming from countries with no commitments’ in
Figure 2 means that some liberalisation can be seen
in applied policy even though no commitments have
been made in the GATS. ‘Water coming from countries
with commitments for part of the sector’ means that
there is more liberalisation in applied policy than in
the level of partial commitments in the GATS. ‘Water
coming from countries with commitments for the
whole sector’ means that the applied level is more
liberal than the corresponding full commitment in the
GATS.
Two features are evident from Figure 2. First,
countries retain a huge policy space between the
GATS commitments and applied services trade
policy. Second, policy space in broadcasting; motion
pictures; sound recording; maritime transport; road
transport; rail transport and courier services comes
mostly from countries with no GATS commitments
in those sectors. In general, the higher the level of
3, See Mirodoudot, S. and Pertel, K. (2015).The study used the
OECD Services Trade Restrictiveness Index (STRI) to evaluate
restrictiveness of applied services trade policy. Scoring relies on
a careful reading of regulations and policies by economists and
lawyers. Each of many elements is scored as restrictive (1) or not
(0) and the overall score derived as a weighted sum of the parts
scaled to range from 0 (no restrictions) to 100 (total restriction).
The coverage of restrictiveness in the STRI stretches beyond
the GATS market access and national treatment measures. In
addition, it covers ‘domestic regulation inside/outside the scope
of the GATS and other measures’. The study shows that 60% of
the values of STRI indices is about market access and national
treatment related restrictions.
4, The OECD study refers to ‘policy space’ between the GATS
commitments and applied policy as ‘water’ in the GATS. The water
is measured as the average difference observed across countries
between the maximum restrictiveness allowed in GATS Trade
Restrictiveness Index made by the authors and a simple average
of the STRI (Miroudot and Pertel 2015, p11)
5, The countries are: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Chile,
China, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Ireland,
Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Russia, Slovak Republic,
Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden Switzerland, Turkey, the UK
and the US. STRI in 2014 was used for the study.
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Figure 1: Concept of policy space in services trade

Figure 2: Average ‘water’ (policy space) by STRI sector

Note: The average is based on the 40 countries covered in the STRI. But as landlocked countries are excluded from maritime
transport and Iceland has no rail freight, the total number of countries is respectively 34 and 39 for maritime transport and
rail transport.
Source: Figure 3 in Miroudot, S. and Pertel, K. (2015), p12
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restriction, the deeper the ‘water’ in the GATS. In
addition, although the study does not cover many
developing countries, it shows that applied services
trade policy in developing countries is generally more
restrictive than that of developed countries and that
developing countries typically have deeper ‘water’
than developed countries.6
The OECD study also identified types of measures
which comprise the ‘water’ in services bindings
(Figure 3). For sectors that show the highest levels
of policy space, restrictions on foreign entry tend to
contribute the most ‘water’. In professional services
such as legal; accounting; architecture; engineering
and computer services, the major restriction is on the
movement of people. Finally, it is worth noting that a
World Bank study found that the offers made in the
multilateral negotiations in the WTO’s Doha Round
made virtually no progress towards eliminating the
policy space between bound and applied policies in
services.7

b. The policy space between FTAs and applied
services trade policy
Figure 2 shows that countries’ applied policies are
far more liberal than their GATS bindings. A similar
exercise on the FTAs of WTO Members suggests
that, on average, countries have committed more
liberalisation in FTAs than in the GATS.8 Figure 4
compares the openness in GATS commitments and
the openness in FTA commitments for selected
WTO members. Here, the scale shows the level
of liberalisation. All the countries made “GATS+”
commitments in their FTAs (i.e. more or deeper
commitments than in the GATS), although the
margin of liberalisation between the GATS and FTA
commitments varies. However, this exercise excludes
recently concluded FTAs, such as the Canada-EU,
EU-Japan, and the Comprehensive and Progressive
Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP),
which were signed after it was carried out. These
agreements aim to go further in services than earlier
ones did, but, as Magntorn and Winters (2018) show
for EU-Canada (CETA), they still leave much to be
done.
FTAs clearly narrow the policy space between the
GATS and applied services trade policies because FTA
members legally bind their applied MFN policies at
less restrictive levels than their commitments in the
GATS. However, it is equally plain that legal bindings
in FTAs rarely reduce the level of restrictiveness below
the applied policy level in terms of market access

6, Borchert, I, Gootiiz, B and Mattoo. A. (2011).
7, Borchert, I, Gootiiz, B and Mattoo. A. (2011).
8, See Roy, M. (2011) and (2012).
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and national treatment.9 That is, substantial policy
space remains between FTAs and applied services
trade policies in terms of market access and national
treatment in many sectors and modes of supply.
It is important to recall that there are also other types
of domestic regulation outside the scope of the GATS
and FTAs, which are still de facto restrictive of foreign
services suppliers. According to the OECD STRI,
‘other trade barriers’ provide 40% of restrictiveness
on average.10 Examples of these measures include
requirements that: foreign suppliers are treated less
favourably with regard to taxes and eligibility for
subsidies; only locally-licensed professionals (e.g.
lawyer, accountant, auditor, architect and engineer)
may use the professional title; foreign programme
producers have to recruit part of the cast and crew
among local professionals; and discriminatory
censorship fees and procedures. Whilst these are
traditionally outside the scope of conventional
services trade negotiations, it is possible to widen
the scope of FTAs. Recently negotiated FTAs such
as CPTPP, Canada-EU, and EU-Japan are tackling
the issues of regulatory transparency, regulatory
coherence and regulatory cooperation by providing (i)
an independent chapter which applies to the whole
services sector; (ii) detailed disciplines in sectoral
chapters (e.g. express delivery financial services,
telecommunications, and postal and courier) and
electronic commerce; and (iii) co-operation on
competition policy and state-owned enterprises and
designated monopolies.11
From the discussion above, we see that the main
benefit of services trade agreements (GATS and
FTAs) is to legally bind the existing legal regime in
terms of market access and national treatment. We
call this a ‘lock-in’ effect. FTAs can give services
providers preferential ‘legal certainty’ by locking
in more policies, or more liberal positions, than in
GATS commitments, but mostly only in the context of
market access and national treatment under applied
services trade policy.12 Recently concluded FTAs are
9, According to Lamprecht and Mirodout (2018), ‘it is not very
common to find such preferences in services trade agreements
but there are a few cases’ (p9).
10, See Mirodout and Pertel (2014). In the STRI, ‘other
measures’ include ‘domestic regulation’ in the context of the
GATS (GATS VI: Domestic Regulation) and outside the scope of
the GATS.
11, Although the revised NAFTA (United States-MexicoCanada Agreement) does not promote regulatory cooperation
horizontally (i.e. universally), it provides the disciplines in
telecommunications, financial services, and digital trade. The
Agreement also covers competition policy and monopolies and
state enterprises.
12, Lamprecht and Miroudot (2018) observed that additional
legal certainty in FTAs has a positive impact on trade. Going
from the level of commitments observed on average in GATS
to the average level in RTAs is associated with a significant
positive impact on trade in the range of 8% to 12% depending
on the sector (p19).
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Figure 3: Average ‘water’ (policy space) by policy area

Source: Figure 13 in Miroudot, S. and Pertel, K. (2015), p25.
Note: (i) Regulatory transparency includes transparency relating to timeframe, number of official procedures required, and
total cost of procedure; (ii) Barriers to competition include statutory monopoly and regulation which distorts competition; (iii)
Restrictions on foreign entry: maximum foreign equity share; and (iv) Restrictions to movement of people include regulation
relating to intra-corporate transferee, contractual services suppliers, and independent services suppliers. See more detail about
methodology: http://www.oecd.org/tad/services-trade/methodology-services-trade-restrictiveness-index.htm.

Figure 4: A comparison between commitments in the GATS (Mode 1 and Mode 3) and commitments in the
best FTA (Mode 1 and Mode 3) per country

Source: WTO, Dataset of services commitments in regional trade agreements (RTAs): https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/
serv_e/dataset_e/dataset_e.htm
Note: The index score is brought within a scale of 0 to 100 for each sector (Mode 1 and Mode3), with 100 representing
full commitments (i.e., without limitations) across all relevant sub-sectors. "GATS" reflects the index value for both GATS
commitments and services offer in the Doha Development Agenda. "FTA" reflects the index value for a WTO Member's 'best'
FTA commitments prior to 2010. The score for EU commitments is for the EC-15.
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trying to reduce legal uncertainty, as well as ease the
path for international trade, by providing disciplines
for regulatory cooperation and by extending the scope
of services agreements.

definition, disciplines and methods of commitments).

W HY A R E F TA SERVICES
N E G OT I AT I O N S SO D IFFICULT?

The domestic decision-making required for services
trade negotiations is more complicated than for goods
trade negotiations. In the case of goods, where the
focus is conventionally tariff reduction/elimination,
a focal point for negotiations is clear – the Ministry
of Trade. In comparison, services trade negotiations
are all about regulations. The services sector is more
institutionally dependent on regulatory authorities
than other sectors because market failures such
as imperfect and asymmetric information are so
pervasive.16 Accordingly, more actors are involved in
the domestic decision-making, especially in federal
states where the horizontal and vertical fragmentation
of power diffuses responsibility for service sectors.
During the domestic coordination process, regulatory
authorities tend to be conservative, resisting
the policy changes required by services trade
negotiations. This is because their main task is
to avert market failures, which induces a strong
tendency towards risk aversion. It is very difficult
for the Ministry of Trade, which has no regulatory
autonomy, to overcome this fragmentation of power
and risk aversion unless it receives very high-level
political backing.17

The evidence above suggests that FTA services
negotiations are not strongly liberalising. Countries
do not bind a higher-level of liberalisation in FTAs by
changing their applied services regimes. Rather, they
prefer to retain a certain degree of policy space. In
this section, we analyse three features of services
negotiations that hinder liberalisation, be it in
multilateral, plurilateral or bilateral talks.

Services trade negotiations are different from goods
negotiations
(i) A wide coverage of sectors and complex
tradability
Services trade negotiations require extensive
technical knowledge and experience due to the
wide range of services and their complex regulatory
requirements. The GATS covers 12 sectors (business
services; communication services; construction
services; distribution services; educational services;
environmental services; financial services; healthrelated and social services; tourism and travel-related
services; recreational, cultural and sporting services;
transport services; and other services), which are
further divided into over 150 subsectors.13 Services
trade negotiations cover four modes of supply crossborder supply (mode 1); consumption abroad (mode
2); investment (mode 3); and movement of natural
persons (mode 4).14 What is more, for many services,
modes of supply have been changing over recent
decades in response to technological progress and
the diffusion of information and communications
technology.15 Changes in modes of delivery affect
domestic regulatory authorities’ policy interests and
the business sector’s demands on negotiations.
Such dynamism increases the need for in-depth
analysis of the economics of services and technical
legal knowledge to associate economic realities with
a services trade agreement (e.g. structure, scope,
13, The Services Sectoral Classification List (W/120), which was
introduced during the Uruguay Round, has been used as a principal
classification system in services trade negotiations.
14, In addition, economic studies identify the growing role of
Mode 5: services traded as embodied inputs into a country’s
merchandise exports, although these are not negotiated directly.
See Borchert & Tamberi (2018).
15, For example, legal services used to be provided only by mode
4, but it is provided via internet (mode 1 and mode 2).
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(ii) Domestic regulatory authorities have a strong
incentive to retain the status-quo: existing applied
trade regimes

(iii) Unclear policy targets for substantial services
liberalisation
The degree of services liberalisation to aim for, and
the measure of liberalisation achieved, are not as
clear as numerical tariff reductions/eliminations
in goods liberalisation. This is because trade and
investment in services are affected by a variety of
domestic regulations, which constantly evolve to
reflect technological progress. The regulations that
inhibit market access in the GATS (e.g. share of
foreign ownership and the total number of services
operations) represent just a subset of actual trade
barriers. In practice, other types of barriers, such as
regulatory divergence; transparency of qualification
requirements and procedures, technical standards
and licensing requirements; measures which restrict
competition; and domestic regulations that are more
burdensome than necessary (although considered
as legitimate in terms of market failures), have to
be tackled together to achieve substantial services
liberalisation. This means that even if a trade partner
fully commits to GATS style market access without
any limitations on national treatment, as long as other
16, Mattoo and Amin (2006).
17, See Morita-Jaeger (2016).
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types of measure prevail, business cannot gain actual
benefits from services trade negotiations.

LE G A L A N D ECO N O MIC FAC TO RS
AF F E C T I N G F TA SERVIC ES
N E G OT I AT I O N S
In addition to these three complications that services
trade negotiations face, economic and legal factors
dilute a country’s incentives for promoting services
trade liberalisation in FTAs.

(i) Competitiveness in global markets
Different countries have different interests in services
liberalisation from a purely mercantilist point of view.
The US and European countries are major services
exporters and thus have a strong interest in opening
up other markets.18 The rest of the world, on the other
hand, except for a few specific cases (e.g. China, India,
Japan, Singapore and Hong Kong) have little capacity
to provide international-quality services and so feel that
they have little to gain from FTA services liberalisation.
This is especially true for developing countries, which,
with the exception of Mode 4 (the movement of natural
persons), see few opportunities for strong export
growth. And, of course, developed countries typically
tend to be very miserly with their offers in Mode 4.

(ii) Most Favoured Nation (MFN) clause
From the legal point of view, Most Favoured Nation
(MFN) clauses in existing FTAs tend to erode
a country’s incentives for making more liberal
commitments with a new FTA partner. MFN clauses in
a FTA prevent the signatory countries from creating
any discriminatory conditions as a consequence of
granting better deals to future FTA partners. They
require that better deals made in future FTAs be
automatically extended to the original FTA partners.
MFN clauses are found in many FTAs concluded by
developed countries, although the scope and depth
of provisions vary in accordance with the level of
development of their FTA partners. For example,
the FTAs concluded by the USA mostly include MFN
clauses. The MFN clause in the revised NAFTA (the
United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement - USMCA)
covers cross-border services trade, investment, and

18, The US is the largest services exporter (14.3% of the global
services exports), followed by the UK (6.7%), Germany (5.7%), and
France (4.9%).

financial services.19 Likewise, FTAs concluded by
the EU include MFN clauses in selected modes or
sectors.20 For instance, MFN clauses in the CanadaEU Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement
(CETA) cover investment, cross-border trade, and
financial services.21 Also, Japan includes MFN
clauses in most of its FTAs. The strongest MFN
clauses can be found in the FTA with the EU (the EUJapan Economic Partnership Agreement), where MFN
is applied to investment (both establishment and
operation) and cross border trade in services.

THE UK’S FUTURE FTA S ERVIC ES
NEGOTIATIONS WITH NON-EU
C OUNTRIES
Based on the general observations above, we now
examine the prospects of Britain’s future services
trade deals with non-EU countries.
First, note that the UK government’s apparent
decision to leave the EU single market for services
while remaining in the customs union for goods
means that the UK cannot include goods in its trade
agreements for the foreseeable future, and thus
needs to negotiate stand-alone services agreements.
To date, not even a single comprehensive standalone services FTA has been notified to the WTO.22
That is, any future UK FTA with non-EU countries
would become the first services-only FTA in history.
Excluding goods restricts the ability of FTA partners
to make cross-cutting deals, such as committing to
market access in mode 3 in services in exchange for
the UK eliminating tariffs in agriculture/manufacturing
goods.
Second, FTA partners will tend to have rather limited
incentives for liberalisation in services. The UK’s
fierce competitiveness in services trade means that
UK business will be rooting for big liberalisations,
but for many prospective non-EU partners, this is a
problem. Even if they have the political will to start
FTA negotiations with the UK, resistance from the
local providers who fear being out-competed is likely
to slow the negotiations down. Moreover, as Figure
2 demonstrated, most countries do not even make
19, See Chapter Cross border trade (Article 15.4); Chapter
Investment (Article 14.5), and Chapter Financial services (Article
17.4). The previous NAFTA covers all services trade commitments
(Article 1203, ‘[e]ach Party shall accord to service providers of
another Party treatment no less favorable than that it accords, in
like circumstances, to service providers of any other Party or of a
non-Party)’.
20, See: Magntorn (2018).
21, See Table 1.
22, Exceptions are bilateral investment treaties, bilateral or
plurilateral mutual recognition agreements under the GATS VII,
bilateral air services agreements, and the EEA agreement.
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commitments in some of the sectors where the UK
has strong export interests, such as broadcasting;
motion pictures; sound recording; and maritime
transport.
A further challenge is that the UK’s de facto open
services economy limits the menu of concessions
that it can offer in services to encourage partners to
reciprocate. According to the OECD STRI23 , the UK
is the 10th most open market for services (Figure
5), so there is not much scope for further opening
in general. But, in fact, much of the restrictiveness
that the UK does impose is due to Mode 4 – the
movement of natural persons. Particularly, in the case
of developing countries, their only interest in services
trade negotiation lies in exporting services providers
(e.g. IT professionals, engineers, nurses, doctors,
careers, cooks, building site workers, dance teachers
and child minders). They will ask the UK government
to commit preferential market access and visas in
return for opening their own services markets. It
does not take much experience of the current UK
government policy to understand that this is not likely
to yield much response.
Finally, the UK will not be immune from the intragovernmental coordination problems highlighted
above, so generating cross-sectoral or cross-modal
concessions within services trade negotiations will
be difficult. With so many veto players, each seeing
only one part of the negotiation, the government will
need an ‘all-of-government’ approach to services
trade negotiations. This requires strong leadership
from the top and very large amounts of coordination
and persuasion from the Department for International
Trade. The latter needs to engage frequently with
the many parties involved to understand their
concerns and technical constraints in the process
of constructing packages that will be attractive to
negotiating partners. This process requires both time
and resources. Given the lack of attention to detail
that has characterised the UK government’s positions
over the Brexit process, the lack of focus on services
sectors in general and the political pressures towards
striking early trade agreements with non-EU partners,
it will be a major challenge to achieve meaningful
services liberalisation in bilateral deals over the next
few years. Indeed, rather than seeking quick but
shallow trade agreements, the UK government would
do well to devote its resources to trying to evolve the
complex machinery required for significant services
agreements in the medium term.
All told, the unique complexities of services trade
negotiations, mean that the UK cannot expect to
liberalise FTA partners’ markets for services beyond
their applied services trade policy levels. There is a
23, The OECD STRI covers 22 sectors across 44 countries, which
accounts for over 80% of global services trade.
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huge policy space between the GATS commitments
and applied policy, and whilst FTAs can narrow this
space they hardly ever eliminate it, even under
favourable conditions. The most one can reasonably
expect of FTAs, in reality, is just to provide a higher
level of legal certainty that applied policies will
remain in place than the GATS can provide.

IT IS UNRE A LISTIC FOR THE UK T O
E XPE CT BE T TE R DE A LS THA N THO S E
OF THE E U
The UK cannot expect a higher level of services
commitments from future FTA partners than the EU has
achieved or will have achieved in its FTAs. From a legal
point of view, the MFN clauses in the EU’s existing and
future FTAs will be a stumbling block for the UK. Those
countries which have already concluded an FTA with
the EU, such as Canada, Japan, Korea and Mexico, will
hesitate to offer a higher level of commitments to the
UK, because the MFN clauses require any better offer
to be immediately shared with the EU, an economy six
times larger than the UK. Moreover, such concessions
would be less attractive to the UK because it would
have to share its preferential benefits with the EU 27. All
this means that it is highly unlikely that the UK’s future
services trade deals will be superior to the EU’s FTAs.
The only realistic hope lies in the (relatively limited) set
of services areas in which MFN clauses do not apply –
see Table 1.
There are 13 countries/economic blocks which are
currently negotiating an FTA with the EU. These include
the countries/economic blocs of high interest to the UK,
such as Australia, Mercosur, New Zealand, and India.24 If
the EU concludes FTA negotiations with these countries
before the UK concludes its FTAs with them, the MFN
clauses will spring into action. And even if the EU does
not conclude negotiations before the UK, these partners
will be wary of creating a precedent with the UK that they
are not prepared to extend to the EU.

24, 13 countries which are negotiating an FTA with the EU include:
ASEAN, Australia, Chile, India, Indonesia, Mercosur, Malaysia,
Morocco, New Zealand, Philippines, Tunisia, and Viet Nam. China
is negotiating the China-EU Investment Agreement. From the
European Commission website (http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/
docs/2006/december/tradoc_118238.pdf)
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Figure 5: Average Services Trade Restrictive Index 2017 by country

Source: OECD Services trade restrictiveness. Author’s own calculations on average of 22 sectors by country.
See: http://www.oecd.org/tad/services-trade/services-trade-restrictiveness-index.htm.

Table 1: MFN clauses in the EU’s FTAs concluded/negotiated
FTAs

The Current status (October
2018)

MFN coverage
Investment: Article 8.7

EU-Canada

Provisionally entered into force
(September 2017)

Cross border trade in services: Article 9.5
Movement of natural persons: Article 10.6a
Financial services: Article 13.3
Investment: Article 8.9

EU-Japan

Signed (July 2018) and to be
ratified

EU-Korea

Provisionally applied (July
2011), and entered into force
(December 2015)

EU-Mexico (Agreement in
principle)

Agreement in principle (April
2018)

Cross border trade in services: Article: Article 8.17
Movement of natural persons: Article 8.24b
Cross border trade in services: Article 7.8
Investment: Article 7.14
Cross-border trade in services: Article 7
Financial services: Article XX.4
Investment: Article 8

The MFN coverage is within a limited scope and definition.
Note: the EU-Singapore FTA (concluded negotiations in April 2018, to be ratified) does not include MFN clause.

a,b,
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C ON C LU S I ON
The empirical evidence shows that FTAs are unlikely to achieve a higher level of liberalisation than actual
applied services trade regimes. The role of FTAs, in practice, is to provide a higher level of legal certainty to
business activities than the GATS can provide. Services trade liberalisation is difficult to achieve because
of the distinctive nature of services trade negotiations. The UK will not be exempt from these difficulties
when it comes to negotiate services trade deals with non-EU countries. In addition, we have highlighted a
number of further challenges that the UK faces, including its inability to offer tariff concessions on goods, its
currently already liberal stance in services, and the fact that future partners will have little incentive to make
concessions beyond those they have already made to the EU.
Thus, it will be very difficult for the UK to (i) liberalise its trade partners’ markets for services more than
their applied policy levels; and (ii) achieve a higher level of liberalisation than the EU has achieved/will have
achieved prior to the UK negotiating its own FTAs. That is, advancing the export opportunities for UK services
providers beyond their current levels will be very hard.
In short, while future UK FTAs in services with non-EU countries would be able to provide certain positive
impacts on business activities by ensuring greater legal certainty than is provided by the GATS, these will
be limited and will certainly not be sufficient to recoup the losses in services trade that will arise from
terminating the UK’s membership of the EU Single Market in services.
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